
$8,800,000 - 324 The Strand, Hermosa Beach
MLS® #SB23162600

$8,800,000
4 Bedroom, 4.00 Bathroom, 3,843 sqft
Residential on 0 Acres

N/A, Hermosa Beach, CA

Located at 324 The Strand in picturesque
Hermosa Beach, this exquisite beachfront
property epitomizes luxury coastal living.
Boasting front-row panoramic ocean views,
this residence offers a true haven for those
seeking a beachside oasis. The property
features modern architectural design,
seamlessly blending indoor and outdoor living
spaces. Enjoy the soothing sound of waves
crashing from your private patio on the strand
level. Four additional balconies allow for plenty
of outdoor space with privacy and views.
Indulge in sun-soaked days on the sandy
shores just steps away, and relish in the
vibrant beach lifestyle that Hermosa has to
offer. This meticulously crafted residence
encompasses sophisticated interiors with
high-end finishes and top-of-the-line amenities,
with a recent remodel 7 years ago. The
open-concept living area on the top floor is
bathed in natural light, enhancing the
expansive ocean vistas. A gourmet kitchen
with state-of-the-art appliances is a chef's
delight, with a large island and dining area is
perfect for entertaining. Off the kitchen is a
breakfast nook and large dining area that
opens up to the living room anchored by a
stone fireplace. The middle level boasts three
spacious bedrooms, including the large
primary ocean view retreat with a luxurious
ensuite bathroom and two large walk-in
closets. On the Strand level there is an
additional bedroom and full bathroom plus a
large entertaining room with bar area that



open up to the strand patio with fire pit. The
laundry room and two car garage with plenty of
storage complete the bottom floor. This magni

Built in 1995

Additional Information

City Hermosa Beach

County Los Angeles

Zip 90254

MLS® # SB23162600

Bedrooms 4

Bathrooms 4

Square Ft 3,843

Lot Size 0.05

Neighborhood HERMOSA BEACH (90254)

Garages 2

Listing Details

Provided By: Strand Hill Properties
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